
 

(v2.0)Bio-Fouling, Bio-Contamination...the Resistance 

to Disinfection. Why? 

"Why?" is the right question apparently, given the always same issue in water filtration 

process. Even disinfectant substances, like sodium hypochlorite can fail in solving the Bio-

contamination or the Bio-fouling issue, which is coming as a surprise for many Water 

Treatment experts. Even worse, the absence of clear explanations leads to "beliefs" spread 

and further contributes to role a dark snow ball. "Why?" is the right question apparently, 

given the always same issue in water filtration process? Even disinfectant substances, like 

sodium hypochlorite can fail in solving the Bio-contamination or the Bio-fouling issue, which 

is coming as a surprise for many Water Treatment experts. Even worse, the absence of clear 

explanations leads to "beliefs" spread and further contributes to role a dark snow ball. 

-FIRST, microbes and microbial-life is -everywhere-. Having a zero bio-presence on a surface 

is very unlikely and almost impossible to achieve. And if achieved it is only temporary. 

-SECOND, living cells are smart. It is scientifically proven that bacteria can share genetic 

material. Splendid you may tell me ironically. I would agree. But the stress experienced by 

the micro-organisms during their life, triggered some changes in the DNA in terms of genes 

activation. Methylation or demethylation of a DNA strand is a way to code (or not) the 

expression of a new protein, to fight against the stress source. Thus, the ability to share DNA 

material is the capacity to share the “stress history” with a younger neighbor. It is basically a 

school course on “resistance to environmental stress”.  Bacteria are learning species. 

-THIRD, micro-organism build "defense walls" when under stress. Similar to humans in a 

danger situation, we try to build walls and a defensive layer around us to keep the integrity 

of our living body. Castles in Europe are good example of building walls to secure a part of 

the population from external attacks. Micro-organisms are doing the same by releasing bio-

polymers around them. 



- FOURTH, micro-organisms need food (assimilated organic carbon AOC, to not confuse with 

TOC), energy (temperature), water (the medium), and material to replicate their DNA 

material (phosphate salts are needed). 

Now that we listed these 4 characteristics, the Resistance of bacterial biofilms to 

disinfectants is coming from: 

1-) Diffusion/reaction limitations of disinfectants in biofilms: The multiple layers 

of cells and EPS constitute a compact structure within which biocides find it difficult to 

penetrate. For example, the chlorine levels measured within biofilms of P. aeruginosa and K. 

pneumoniae only reached 20% of the concentrations measured in the bulk liquid (De Beer et 

al. 1994 De Beer). The Diffusion inside the bio-polymer layer is strongly reduced: data shows 

it is reduced by a factor 60x. Penetration of biocide to the center of an S. epidermidis biofilm 

cluster took 60 times longer than the time estimated for free diffusive access. 

2-) Phenotypic adaptations of biofilm cells to sublethal concentrations of 

disinfectants: dosing low amount of disinfectant can rise to adaptation and resistance. 

This is a well know process. Non killed bacteria, which experienced a stress, have activated 

certain defensive/adaptation genes. Also before dying, these cells can share their genetic 

material and thus share their "life experience" with another cell. In other words, it means 

that each cell which survived a disinfection attack, can give the resistance solution to the 

next generation of cells. Thus prefer a long shock dosing instead of chronic/daily small 

dosing. If you drop bombs, be sure to drop enough bombs. 

3-) Phenotypic adaptations of cells in a biofilm environment: before cells are 

mature, they sense their environment and as a consequence some genes are activated while 

others are deactivated to better adapt and resist to a specific environment. For example, 

some studies have shown that genes coding flagellar proteins are repressed and genes 

coding for EPS and adhesin proteins are induced (Davies et al. 1993 Davies, D G, 

Chakrabarty, A M and Geesey, G G. 1993). These changes induced by cell adhesion can lead 

to the appearance of more resistant phenotypes, as suggested by studies reporting the 

greater resistance of cells that are merely adhered to a surface when compared with their 

planktonic counterparts 

4-) Pathogen protection in multispecies biofilms: some bacteria can protect others. 

Cell-to-cell communication has been identified as controlling biofilm development in a 

number of bacterial species. In these complex consortia, species interactions can lead to the 

emergence of specific biofilm phenotypes. Consistent with these findings, regulation of the 

stress response by quorum sensing has more recently been reported in other species. A 

recent study reported that the food pathogen E. coli O157:H7 formed a biofilm with a 400-

fold higher biovolume when it was grown in association with Acinetobacter calcoaceticus, a 

meat factory commensal bacterium, rather than in a monoculture. Unfortunately, the 

mechanisms involved remain unclear. The specific nature and composition of a multi-species 

biofilm matrix is one of the explanation 

5-) The Persisters Type: An illustration of the adaptation of specific phenotypes and may 

contribute to the bacterial resistance observed in biofilms is that a small fraction of the 

population may enter a highly-protected state displaying dramatic resistance and are 



referred to as persisters. These cells are phenotypic variants but not genetic mutants and 

have also been identified in planktonic bacterial populations. One assumption is that 

persisters develop more frequently in a biofilm than in a planktonic culture, perhaps induced 

by the specific environmental conditions prevailing within the structure, and may therefore 

contribute to better antimicrobial protection in the biofilm. 

KEY MESSAGE: The diffusion/reaction limitation within a biofilm structure is one of the 

main mechanisms implicated in its resistance to disinfectants. Optimizing the eradication or 

breakdown of the matrix will thus be essential to improving the disinfection process. It is 

well known that mechanical action can be effective in eliminating biofilms 

SOLUTIONS: COMBINING Strategies to optimize biofilm control. One strategy to 

prevent the induction of bacterial adaptation to disinfectant within biofilm structures could 

be to substantially increase the concentration of the antimicrobial agent. However, this 

approach might not guarantee biofilm eradication and it would be costly and not 

environmentally-friendly. Moreover, microbial communities can be comprised of several 

microorganisms with distinct mechanisms of resistance. Thus, the eradication of biofilms 

could be achieved through the combined use of treatments with different spectra and 

modes of action. In this respect, synergistic actions have been reported in numerous papers 

between two or more processes, when the effect observed is stronger than might have been 

predicted by adding the effects exerted by each process separately. One method to assess a 

synergistic effect in bactericidal activity is to calculate the Fractional Bactericidal 

Concentration. Numerous processes have thus been evaluated, associating chemical, natural 

or physical treatments. 

As an example, the combinations of sodium hypochlorite and hydrogen peroxide, Cu2+ ions 

and quaternary ammonium compounds, eucalyptus oil and chlorhexidine, silver and 

surfactant, or bacteriophage and alkaline cleaner can all act synergistically to eradicate 

established biofilms.  

Last but not least are the Physical treatments. A mechanical/physical action can also be 

employed in association with chemical disinfectants. As an example combining a low-

intensity ultrasonic or sonic agitation will enhance the action of chlorhexidine against biofilm 

bacteria. It is not a magic association, simply the effect of the sonic agitation on the fluid 

diffusion of the chlorhexidine molecules inside the solvent medium (water most likely) and 

through the protective bio-polymer layer. Again, the target is to reach the micro-organism 

nucleus and disturb the surface protein functions and/or target the DNA/RNA material via 

electrochemical oxidation reactions or via short wavelength radiation exposition (deep UV 

light). UV light can also be used to split stable molecules into unstable/high energy ones to 

trigger subsequent damaging chemical reactions. Example, the combination of ultraviolet 

light with chlorine dioxide was shown to be more effective in eradicating drinking water 

biofilms than the two treatments applied separately. 

CONCLUSION: Eradicating a microbiological contamination or solving a bio-fouling issue in 

a water treatment plant isn’t an easy task. You will be successful if you do not underestimate 

the colonial bacteria capacity to resist even a solid proven method. Critical is to know your 

“bio-target or enemy” sufficiently well to be able to strike once and heavily. By all mean, the 

soft/mild continuous disinfection should be avoided, as it is just a question of time, before 



the parade will be found by the bacteria. If you adapt your “disinfection habits” to not be 

already "bacteria-anticipated", you will succeed.  

The second learning is that a pure chemical/radiation solution won’t effectively give you the 

100% confidence that all micro-organisms will be killed. Of course, the diffusion coefficient 

and the contact time will play a role but are their enough? As well, of how much time does a 

water plant manager dispose to run disinfection? Few hours, some days or a week?  The 

learnings made over the last few years show that the mechanical part of the disinfection 

(brushing, surface soft scratching, high velocity water flow…etc), notably the 

breaking/removing of the 3D structure of the nucleus protective biopolymer layer, will 

drastically enhance your disinfection success rate. 

 

 

 

 


